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Present Members:  Jenny Garneau, Helene Blair, Robin Harvey, Melissa Bonvini Murphy, Timothy 1 

Lepore, Superintendent Michael Cozort, Shaun Stojak 2 

 3 

The meeting was called to order at 6:00 PM in the Nantucket High School Cafeteria. 4 

Opening remarks of congratulations to Student Council Representative, Shaun Stojak for his 5 

acceptance to Stanford.  Also, a formal welcome to newly hired Christine Tyrie, Director of 6 

Curriculum & Assessment. 7 

 8 

A motion to approve the agenda was made by Helene Blair, seconded by Melissa Murphy.  9 

  10 

Presentations & Discussions of issues of interest to the Committee 11 

Town Administrator, Libby Gibson – General Fund Budget Recommendations 12 
Mrs. Gibson gave the same presentation to the School Committee as she did for the Board of 13 

Selectman just a few days prior, Fiscal Year 2013‟s theme “Staying the Course”.  She explained the 14 

Town‟s Budget Process beginning in August, and the breakout of forecasted numbers: “live within” 15 

projected revenue, the impact of recommendations made and, options to address needs not funded for 16 

FY13.  What services are legally mandated, what do we need, and what would we like, but is not 17 

considered critical. The Budget presented, although the numbers are still fluid, recommended a 18 

balanced, low-growth positive budget by generally following these guidelines:  maintain hiring freeze 19 

initiated in 2008, continue with consolidations implemented in FY 11&12, applying the benefit of the 20 

early adoption of Local Meals Tax, an increase in Rooms Occupancy Tax, an increased utilization of 21 

revolving funds for eligible expenses.  Conclusively, Mrs. Gibson was happy to share „Nantucket is 22 

in a good spot‟, meaning the decent position of the town, compared to previous years, and also, other 23 

floundering townships.  Next steps will be the January 23 review of the BOS, and then 24 

recommendations to FinCom.  Jenny Garneau thanked and recognized Mrs. Gibson for the positive 25 

feedback. 26 

 27 

Nantucket Elementary School – Principal Kim Kubisch 28 
Nantucket Elementary is 22% of the School Committee budget.  The glaring need is to address the 29 

ELL population (currently 93 students) and the ability to service students properly.  In order to 30 

accomplish this, it is requested to reduce 2 (the equivalent of 1.7 FTE TA) positions, and add a new 31 

1.0 FTE ELL position, making the total number of 3 FTE ELL certified teachers.  There was much 32 

discussion about the number of hours for time on learning, and MEPA tests do indeed indicate results 33 

that these additions are/will be necessary.  The position will be advertised locally and more broadly, 34 

off-island and Superintendent Cozort mentioned the importance of encouraging someone trained in 35 

ESL who is Spanish speaking vs. someone who speaks Spanish as an educator and is certified as an 36 

English teacher.  37 

 38 

Cyrus Peirce Middle School – Principal Scott Meadows 39 
CPS is 12% of the School Committee budget.  There are no new funding requests, but the desire to 40 

provide CPS „school-wide behavioural professional development‟ to all staff and „Pre-AP course‟ 41 

designated professional development was well received, with the committee asking to be informed 42 

and advised when the specific „Professional Development programs‟ choices are narrowed for final 43 

consideration.  School Council and the Faculty met with three meetings dedicated to the Budget. The 44 

overwhelming issue identified was to decrease class size (currently, the classes vary from 22-27); 45 

however the need to add staff (which of course impact the budget) was not shared by all.  Some ideas 46 
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to reorganize the school day and/or manipulate the staff were offered as a solution.  Robin Harvey 47 

reflected on the Strategic Plan and how to utilize staff more effectively.  Helene Blair asked about 48 

physical space concerns.  Superintendent Cozort shared that when the current fourth grade (116 49 

students) gets to the middle school, we will most likely need another teacher. Mr. Meadows stated the 50 

need for more Behavioural Intervention and a school-wide professional development training piece 51 

similar to  NES‟ already implemented, Responsive Classroom.  Melissa Murphy noted this would be 52 

beneficial for both students and staff. 53 

 54 

Nantucket High School – Principal John Buckey 55 
NHS  is 17% of the School Committee budget. School Council and Faculty meetings unified in their 56 

decisions to, “…please, not cut the staff and to consider class size.”  Principal Buckey felt the HS was 57 

in a “nice position” this year, that no drastic changes had to be addressed and that the wishlist and the 58 

needs balanced one another.  The new requests for FY13 were 1.0 FTE Latin teacher and a .4 59 

Health/Wellness teacher.  With the savings of three teachers‟ pending retirement, there was some 60 

savings that would offset these requests.  Mention was also made to note the increase in student class 61 

size versus the previous staff/position cuts , and ultimately the High School could not sustain the 62 

same ratios.   With evidence of student population increases, we will be forced to revert to our 63 

original staff numbers prior to those cuts.  Robin Harvey inquired about World Languages, and 64 

gauging interest.  Principal Buckey stated Spanish was complete, with robust numbers in every 65 

Spanish section 1-6, French was struggling with approximately 15 students in the entire high school 66 

participating, and Latin growing so quickly, hence the need for another Latin teacher. 67 

 68 

 69 

Central Office – Director of Finance Glen Field 70 
Central is 7% of the School Committee budget.  No new FY2013 requests, and we are status quo.  A 71 

few FY2012 factors to mention: The new hire for Curriculum/Assessment is contained  FY12 budget. 72 

Athletics Insurance, originally scheduled for elimination was renewed at a lower price, it being 73 

deemed a necessity for continuation of NPS Athletics. Busing supplemental funding was not 74 

necessary due to changing our existing contract with Cape Cod Collaborative.  In lieu of leasing new 75 

buses for the district we negotiated a contract to continue to use our existing buses, resulting in a cost 76 

savings.  Our School Lunch will be reviewed in mid-Spring, leaving our subsidy intact.  77 

Administration funding was reduced due to the end of severance pay.  Our annual provision for the 78 

Sick Day Buyback is intact reflected as SC salaries provision, and finally,as we have no contract with 79 

PLUM TV  some $12,000 of newly available funding appears in SC „Other.‟ 80 

 81 

Special Services-Director of Special Services, Nancy Miller 82 
SPED is 23% of the School Committee budget.  The department is working well, and the district is 83 

meeting the service needs of our students with disabilities, particularly with the program expansion 84 

that happened FY12.  As the needs change constantly, it is difficult to predict our future needs and as 85 

a result, is indeed a balancing act. Melissa Muprhy asked if we were equipped to provide needs for 86 

ELL students with SPED issues. Mrs. Miller stated that appropriate identification will determine our 87 

needs and progress.   88 

 89 

Athletics-Athletics Director, Chris Maury 90 
Athletics is 3% of the School Committee budget. Very simple and straightforward, level funding 91 

requirements.  As Central is absorbing the Insurance expense, and userfees are roughly the same at 92 

$75,000, there are no new requests.  Tim Lepore asked about the Impact Program for concussions, 93 
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which is now state mandated and nominal in price with benefits far beyond.  He also asked about the 94 

retirement of our current Athletic Trainer and commented on the importance of this increasingly 95 

essential position.  Robin Harvey asked about the equipment and who is responsible for maintenance 96 

and safety of equipment.  Mrs. Harvey also asked about who oversees the Middle School Athletic 97 

Budget, which is indeed part of the overall NPS Athletic budget.  An attachment to the budget was 98 

number of Middle School Athletic participation showing strong numbers for our feeder programs to 99 

the HS sports program.  Also attached was the same chart for High School numbers, which are 100 

continually strong for all three seasons. 101 

 102 

As a wrap up to each budget, Finance Director Field provided a quick reference guide to easily see 103 

individual budgetary forecasts.  His one page snapshot “Key to Changes” shows a tidy budget with 104 

the bottom line of required additional funding at $588,500, a status-quo roll forward figure of 105 

$408,500 needed to meet the contracts currently in effect and the $180,000 increase needed in 106 

utilities to offset deficit-funding in electric.   Melissa Murphy complimented the clarity of all budgets, 107 

appreciated the formula presentation and how easy it was to read and decipher.  The School 108 

Committee agreed the layout was easy to follow and encapsulates the lot. 109 

 110 

Enrollment Update- Superintendent Cozort put together the enrollment projections for 2012-2013 and 111 

reported numbers by classroom and by school, and specifically pointed out the increase for the 112 

Freshman class of 121 students. Although some of the influx is from private schools, it still is a large 113 

swell.  The numbers to ebb and flow but the declarative figure for our total student body is 1355.  114 

 115 

Comments from the Public 116 
Mr. Steve Sortevik, 7

th
 grade Social Studies and Union Representative of the NTA, asked for 117 

clarification of the “roll forward” budget presented and asked, if the 22.4 million was an increase 118 

from last year, does it cover the $588,000?  Mr. Sortevik stated that he cannot decipher the town‟s 119 

general fund contribution to determine what is covered of the School‟s roll forward budget.  Jenny 120 

Garneau acknowledged that these are the numbers we know, but that they are a fluid estimation 121 

because the numbers can change at Ad Hoc meeting.  Mr. Sortevik  asked when the school district 122 

might know about the amount of “free cash” available and strongly suggested that the School 123 

Committee should be prepared to request greater funding from the Town.  Superintendent Cozort 124 

responded by reminding the Committee and the Public that Town has provided us with substantially 125 

more dollars than in previous year.  With the projected $485,000 from the Town for this Fiscal Year, 126 

he could not support asking for more. Jenny Garneau emphasized that the funding from town was 127 

generous, particularly in light of what many school districts on mainland are facing, e.g. staffing and 128 

program cuts. 129 

 130 

Committee discussion and votes to be taken 131 
A motion to approve two field trips, both submitted from High School Music teachers‟, Barbara Elder 132 

and Erik Wendelken to go to the Southeast District Music Festival and the All Cape & Islands Music 133 

Festival was made by Helene Blair and seconded by Tim Lepore.  The motion was approved by a 134 

vote of the Committee. 135 

 136 

A motion was made to approve the minutes of December 6, 2011 was made by Tim Lepore and 137 

seconded by Melissa Murhpy.  The motion was approved by a vote of the Committee. 138 

 139 
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Superintendent’s Report 140 
On the Horizon-Superintendent Cozort  some adjustments for the January 3, 2012 agenda. The 141 

agenda will include an Enrollment Update (showing approximately a five year trend),  a Literacy 142 

Update from NES, and progress on District. A curriculum update for Science and a discussion of 143 

Middle School Athletics will move to the second January meeting.  Melissa Murphy asked where we 144 

are in the process of the budget calendar and Superintendent Cozort promised an email to remind the 145 

committee of dates and procedure timeline.  A request to add the Behavioral Program at CPS was 146 

made and that will go onto the docket in April or May.  Finally, the Food RFP will be submitted to 147 

the DESE Nutrition in March and the School Committee would like to review before it is sent. 148 

 149 

Sub-Committee/Work Group Liaison Reports and Acknowledgements: 150 
Shaun Stojak, Student Council Representative, reported there was a short meeting just before the 151 

School Committee meeting.  The Council decided to hold Movie Night as it did last year, and 152 

selected the 2
nd

 half of Harry Potter as the movie of choice.  153 

 154 

A motion to adjourn the School Committee meeting was made by Robin Harvey and seconded by 155 

Tim Lepore. The motion was approved by a vote of the Committee. 156 

 157 

Meeting adjourned at 8:16 PM 158 

 159 

Respectfully submitted, 160 

Logan M. O‟Connor, School Committee Clerk 161 


